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Abstract
A low energy electron beam (< 2000 eV) is injected perpendicularly to a uniform
magnetic field, together with a low energy positive ion beam. On this magnetic mass analysis
(using the uniform magnetic field), a peak of secondary electron current to the beam collector
(arranging as a mass analyzer of 90° type), appears at an analyzing magnetic field which
corresponds exactly to a relation of negative muon jT (the mass m = 207 m and the charge
e

q = e, where me and e are mass and charge of electron). The ion beam is essential for the
peak appearance, which is produced by decelerating electrically the electron beam in front of
the entrance slit of the mass analyzer, and by introducing a neutral gas into the electron
beam region and producing a plasma through the ionization. We consider that a very small
amount of negative muons may be produced through local cyclotron motions of the injected
beam electrons in the ion beam or by an interaction between the bunched beam electrons and
beam ions.

As one of nuclear fusions using D and T , the negative muon jT catalyzed fusion is one
2

2

possible method.' However, up to now, the negative muon ft" has been produced only
through a decay of n meson produced by some high energy particle accelerators above an
energy of a few 100 MeV. Therefore, even if the negative muon catalyzed fusion succeeds
physically, it's industrial application is not hopeful in efficiency and in simplicity. Then, it
is very important to research simple and efficient possibilities of the negative muon produc
tion.
At the starting point of this research, we noted that physical characters of negative muon
[T are similar to those of electron e except for mass, and that a localized injection of energetic
electrons in a positive ion beam may produce "some resonance state" among their electrons
through a transfer of energy from the ion beam. Under these considerations, an electron beam
will be injected perpendicularly to a weak uniform magnetic field while an positive ion beam is
also injected together with the electron beam. Then, two experimental methods to inject both
an electron beam and an positive ion beam, will be shown. It should be noted that a magnetic
mass analyzer is utilized to generate the uniform magnetic field, and that the analyzing beam
-2-

collector is biased positively with respect to the mass analyzer body in order to detect
negatively charged particles.
Schematic diagrams of the first experimental apparatus are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
The initial or first electron beam (F.E.B.) is stopped critically in front of the entrance slit S by
an electrical potential of the decelerator D connected to the cathode of the electron gun. Next,
a neutral gas is introduced into the first electron beam region and a plasma is produced
through ionization of the gas. Then, ions of the plasma are accelerated in front of S while an
ion beam with an energy coi responding to the first electron beam acceleration voltage V , is
A

injected into the magnetic field region through S. Moreover, the stopped beam electrons are
reacceleraled electrically toward the gap between two magnetic poles (N) and (S) through S,
while the injected ion beam is decelerated electrically and stopped in the gap. The electrically
reaccelerated electrons are injected perpendicularly to the magnetic field (BM) and bunched in
cyclotron motions of small radius.
As shown in Fig. 2, the above magnetic system is used as a mass analyzer (M.A.) of
90° type when the beam collector B.C. is arranged. The analyzing curvature radius r is
4.3 cm. It should be noted that the bias voltage V of the beam collector is positive with
s

respect to the mass analyzer in order to reject an ion current and draw back the secondary
electrons.
A fringe magnetic field distribution of the analyzing magnetic field B under a magnetic
M

coil current of 1A, is shown in Fig. 3 for two different metal plates as the entrance plate
(decelerator D) of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In this experiment, the iron (Fe) plate is used and the
fringe magnetic field is much reduced.
Dependences of negative current I' to the beam collector B.C. on the analyzing magnetic
field BM are shown in Fig. 4 for various first electron beam acceleration voltage V under a
A

6

basic pressure (air) of 5 x 10"" Torr in the first electron beam region. Here, we find that an
analyzing relation of the negative muonlike particle ft' is satisfied for each peak of negative
current I". assuming that the effective acceleration voltage V is twice of the first electron
E

beam acceleration voltage V . That is, the following Fetation is found by
A
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where r (the analyzing curvature radius = 4.3 cm) is in cm unit, BM (an analyzing magnetic
field where each negative current 1~ shows a peak value) is in gauss unit and VE (an effective
acceleration voltage of the negative muonlike particle) is in V (volt) unit.
Generally, from the analyzing magnetic field BM under the curvature radius r of the mass
analyzer, where the negative current shows a peak, and the effective acceleration voltage VE,
we can estimate the mass m of the negatively charged panicle by,
e(B r)*m
2Vi
M

m

e

2
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...
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w
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where e is the electron charge, BM is in gauss unit, r is in cm unit, VE is in volt unit and me is
the electron mass. For the curvature radius r = 4.3 cm of this mass analyzer, the Eq. (2) is
rewritten by
' « BM
VE

2

^

* '

Thus, from the experimental conditions in Fig. 4, we obtain m = 200 - 208 me for
V = 2V .
E

A

We assume "a negative muonlike particle" /T to explain the peak corresponding to the
relation of Eq. (1) or Eq. (3). However, this assumption for pT does not mean that we
detected the true muon fl~ as only the secondary electrons are observed as described later.
In order to compare an analyzing characteristic of negative muonlike particle fl~ with that
2

of negative hydrogen ion H~, we introduce H gas into the first electron beam region. Then,
2

as shown in Fig. 5, we find another peak of the beam collector current I" which corresponds to
an analyzing relation of H~. That is, the following relation is found, for the peak, by

144 V \ ^

VE

= 2V

(4)

A

where r (the analyzing curvature radius = 4.3 cm) is in cm unit, BM (an analyzing magnetic
field) is in gauss unit and V (an effective acceleration voltage) is in V (volt) unit. These ex
E

perimental facts show that both fT and H~ are accelerated by twice of VA.
Next, we introduce He gas into the first electron beam region. Dependences of the beam
collector current I~ on the analyzing magnetic field BM are shown in Fig. 6 under a pressure of
4

1.5 X 10" Torr of He gas. Obviously, the peak of Fig. 5 corresponding to H~ is not found in
Fig. 6. Each peak of I~ in Fig. 6 corresponds exactly to a relation of fT in Eq. (1).
A dependence of the beam collector current I~ on the bias voltage V with respect to the
s

mass analyzer body (as seen in Fig. 1), is shown in Fig. 7 under the first electron beam
acceleration voltage VA = 200V. We find that the peak of negative current I~ saturates when
V approaches to twice of V , (VE = 2 VA = 400V). Similarly, a dependence of r on Vs is
s

A

shown in Fig. 8 under V = 1200V, while I~ increases even if Vs > 400V in comparison with
A

that in a case of V = 200V.
A

A dependence of the beam collector current I" on the total anode current IA of the
4

electron gun (as seen in Fig. I), is shown in Fig. 9 under a Ar gas pressure of 1 x 10" Torr
in the first electron beam region, V = 400V and V = 3S0V. We find that the peak of I~
A

s

increases with IA.
Finally, a dependence of the beam collector current r on the neutral gas (Ar) pressure P
in the first electron beam region, is shown in Fig. 10 under V = 400V, Vs = 350V and U =
A

3 mA. Similarly, we find that the peak of I" increases with the pressure P while the peak of r
-4

saturates near P « 2 x 10 Torr.
For the experimental fact that the effective energy (V ) of produced fi~ corresponds to
E

2 V , we consider that the /T particles are accelerated by both the applied voltage V
A

A

(between the entrance slit S and the magnetic poles) and a potential of the stopped ion beam
which is equal to V . Similarly, we consider that the H~ ions produced in the first electron
A

beam region, are also accelerated by the two potentials.
-5-

To produce one negative true muon \C particle, an energy of E^ = 105.7 MeV or 1.7 x
I0~'' Joule is required for the electron beam. Thus, a net current If (jUA) of the produced true
negative muons is estimated from an effective electron beam power W f (W) injected into the
c

mass analyzer, if the kinetic energy of pT is neglected, by
e W

,M ~

°f

F
3

= 9A X lO" W OiA)
rf

(5)

At the productions of negative muonlike particles, we can estimate that the electron
cyclotron radius is about r - r/14 - 0.3 cm when the fT panicles arrive at the beam collector
e

position r = 4.3 cm (an analyzing radius of the mass analyzer), because the peak of £~
appears at a magnetic field 14 times larger that for the electron beam. Then, the number of
times of the electron cyclotron motions are about 50 times, which are determined from (1/4)
<.r/r ) (Ve/V/i), where v and v„ are the electron velocity and the negative muonlike panicle
e

e

velocity.
Here, if the cyclotron motions of about 50 times of the beam electrons inside the mass
analyzer is considered as an energy multiplications due to a kind of confinement, Eq. (5) is
rewritten by,
I f = 4 . 7 x 10-'W 0uA)
b

7

= 4.7x 10- I|,Vi,CuA)

(6)

where Wt> is an usual electron beam power (W unit), and lb and Vb are the injected electron
beam current (//A) and the effective electron beam acceleration voltage (V).
When the injected electron beam current is about 200 flA ~ 500 /iA and the effective
acceleration voltage is about 500V ~ 1000V, we obtain If <= 0.05 flA ~ 0.25 /lA from Eq. (6).
On the other hand, the apparent negative current to the beam collector is 1.0 \iA - 5.0 flA.
That is, the discrepancy ratio (f/If) is 10 - 20. We consider that this discrepancy between
the net current If and the apparent current I" is due to the negative current of the secondary
-6-

electrons generated by the fi~ particles through the gas ionization or the impacts with the
beam collector surface.
Inversely, we can consider that a very weak generation of /T particle by a small power of
the low energy electron beam, is observed clearly from the multiplied apparent current.
To explain the experimental results for the beam collector bias voltages V in Fig. 7 and
s

Fig. 8, we assume that a negative muonlike particle fT decays into many secondary electrons
on the surface of the beam collector. That is, the relation is given by
pT - » Ne

(7)

where e shows a secondary election and N is the number of the electrons. Moreover, we
assume that the energies of the secondary electrons are distributed from a few 10 eV to Vg
(= 2 VA) eV, where VA is the first electron beam acceleration voltage. On these assump
tions, the beam collector bias voltage \

s

is necessary for drawing back the secondary

electrons to the beam collector. Then, it is very important that the secondary electrons are
produced in diffused positive ions or a secondary plasma as understood from Fig. I and
Fig. 2, while the space charge effect of the secondary electrons does not appear.
In the second experimental apparatus (Fig. I la), the mass analyzer body is biased
negatively by V with respect to the electron gun anode and a discharge plasma of H gas is
B

2

2

used as a cathode supplying thermal electrons. Then, negative ions H~ of hydrogen are
accelerated together with electrons. Moreover, an extra anode with an additional electro
magnet is arranged. A weak magnetic field by the additional electro-magnet is applied per
pendicularly to the electron beam, which is useful to focus the electron beam in the entrance
slit and to absorb back ground electrons (which are generated through gas ionization by the
electron beam and have low energies). That is, an electron beam with a monochromatic
energy is injected into the mass analyzer by the extra anode.
A dependence of the beam collector current on the magnetic field of the mass analyzer, is
determined in Fig. lib under a bias potential V * -200V (7 in Fig. 11a). This bias potential
B

V

B

is applied in order to inject an positive ion beam into the mass analyzer, while the

electron beam energy corresponding to the electron gun anode voltage VA, is reduced by the
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difference voltage (V - 1V I) = 2000V - 200V. Thus, under the analyzing curvature radius
A

B

/*= 4.3 cm, the first peak of the beam collector current appears at a magnetic field 32.5 gauss
of the mass analyzer, which is generated by the electron beam. The second peak also
appears at a magnetic field 14 times larger than that of the first peak, which is considered to
be generated by the fJ~ beam. Besides the second peak, the third peak appears at a magnetic
field 43 times larger than that of the first peak and 3 times larger than that of the second
peak, which is obviously generated by the negative ion H~ of hydrogen. As a result of this
experiment, it is more clearly proved that the second peak is generated by a negative
muonlike particle which has a mass of about 1/9 times of hydrogen atom. If a discharge of
helium He or argon Ar gas is used, the third peak does not appear while the first and second
peaks appear.
In the above experimental method (as shown in Fig. 11a) where the mass analyzer body
is biased by a negative voltage VB with respect to the electron gun anode, we find that the
following relations at their peaks of the beam collector current, are satisfied by, for electron,

3.4 VV^
V = V -JV I
E

A

(8)

B

for negative muonlike particle,

48 Vv^
r

_

B

M

V = V -1V I
E

A

(9)

B

for negative hydrogen ion H",

r

144 Vvi
B
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M

V

E
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A
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B
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where V is an effective acceleration voltage in V (volt) unit, r is the analyzing curvature
E

radius (=-- 4.3 cm) and BM is the analyzing magnetic field (in gauss).
Here, the positive bias voltage Vs of tha beam collector is determined by IV I from the
B

negative bias voltage Vg of the mass analyzer, as understood from 7 in Fig. 11a.
If the decelerator D in Fig. I (first experiment) is connected to the electron gun anode A
or if the mass analyzer body in Fig. 11a (second experiment) is connected directly to the
anode A (that is, VB = 0), the peak of the negative beam collector current I~ corresponding to
the negative muonlike particle, does not appear. That is, the negative muonlike peak in the
mass analysis is not produced for the injection of only the electron beam. Similarly, when the
negative bias voltage VB of the mass analyzer body approaches to -IV^I (VA is the electron
gun anode voltage) and the electron beam is repelled electrically, the negative muonlike peak
disappears. That is, the negative muonlike peak is not produced also for the injection of only
the ion beam. Thus, we can consider that the injection of an electron beam accompanying an
ion beam is a necessary condition to produce the negative muonlike peak. Moreover, the first
experiment (in Fig. 1) where the injected ion beam is stopped electrically in the region of
cyclotron motions of the reaccelerated electrons, is very efficient because (1) the negative
muonlike particle energy is determined exactly by twice of '.n acceleration voltage of an initial
electron beam, (2) the mechanical accuracy of electron beam injection through the entrance
slit into the mass analyzer, is relaxed (while the arrangement of electron gun becomes very
easy), and (3) a back ground or noisy electron current becomes very small for the detection of
negative muonlike current.
From these experimental confirmations, the secondary electron current peak at the
negative muonlike position on the mass analysis can be related with an interaction between
the bunched beam electrons (due to the local cyclotron motions) and the positive ion beam
(in the second experimental apparatus) or the electrically stopped beam ions (in the first
experimental apparatus). In conclusion, we may expect from the peak of secondary electron
current at the exact position of negative muon in the magnetic mass analysis system, that a
very small amount of negative muon is produced by the injection of a low energy electron
beam accompanying an ion beam, through the negative muon is not detected directly.
-9-
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Fig. 1 and Fig. 2: Schematic diagrams of the first experimental apparatus.
F: Filament as electron emitter. K: Cathode of electron gun. A: Anode of electron
gun. V : Initial electron acceleration voltage. I : Total negative current. F.E.B.: First
A

A

electron beam. G: Neutral gas. D: Decelerates of F.E.B. S: Entrance slit (3 mm x 10
mm). Ins: Insulator. I.R.: Ion beam. S.E.B.: Second electron beam, e: Electrons with
cyclotron motions. /T: Negative muonlike particle. (M.A.): Mass analyzer. Fe: Iron.
C: Magnetic Coil. (N): North pole of electro-magnet. (S): South pole. B : Analyzing
M

magnetic field. B.C.: Beam collector. I~: Negative current to B.C. Vs: Bias voltage of
B.C. with respect to mass analyzer body. S.P.: Secondary plasma inside (M.A.).
X: End of uniform magnetic field.
Fig. 3

Fringe magnetic field distribution.
BM: Analyzing magnetic field of (M.A.). Bo: Uniform magnetic field inside (M.A.). X:
End of uniform magnetic field. S: Entrance slit position. Fe: Magnetic field distribu
tion in a case using iron plate as D in Fig. 1. Cu: Magnetic field distribution in a case
using copper plate as D in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4

Dependences of the negative beam collector current I~ on the analyzing magnetic
field BM under various initial electron acceleration voltages V . The positive beam
A

collector bias voltage V = 100V.
s

(1): V = 100V. (2): V = 200V. (3): V = 400V. (4): V = 800V. (5): V =
A

A

A

A

A

1200V.
-6

The neutral gas pressure (air) is 5 X 1 0 Torr in the first electron beam region.
ju~: (means negative muonlike particle). The total anode current I =s 1.8 mA.
A

Fig. 5 Comparisons between ;i~ and H" characteristics while H% gas is introduced into the
4

first electron beam region at a pressure of 3 x 10" Ton. The positive beam collector
bias Vs = 100V. The total anode current I = 1.0 mA.
A

(1): V = 100V. (2): V = 200V. (3): V = 300V.
A

A

A

5

The pressure in the electron gun cathode region is 1 x 10~ Torr.

-11-

Fig. 6

Dependences of I" on BM under various V while He gas is introduced into the first
A

electron beam region at a pressure of 1.5 X 10~* Torr. The positive beam collector
bias voltage V = 100V. The total anode current IA = 1 mA.
s

(1): V = 100V. (2): V = 200V. (3): V = 4O0V. (4): V = 800V. (5): V = 1200V.
A

A

A

A

A

5

The pressure in the electron gun cathode region is 1 X 10" Torr.
Fig. 7

Dependences of r on BM under various bias voltages V$ of the beam collector at VA
= 200V.
(1): V = 50V. (2): V = 100V. (3): V = 200V. (4): V = 400V. (5): V = 300V.
s

s

s

s

s

(6): V = 500V.
s

6

Total current to electron gun anode I = 1.8 mA. Pressure in F.E.B. = 5 x I0" Torr.
A

Fig. 8 Dependences of r on BM under various Vs at V = 1200V.
A

(1): V = 100V. (2): V = 200V. (3): V = 400V. (4): V = 600V. (5): V = 1200V.
s

s

s

s

s

I = 1.8 mA. Pressure in F.E.B. = S x lO"* Torr.
A

Fig. 9

Dependences of r on BM under various total current I to electron gun anode at V
A

A

= 400V and V = 350V, and pressure in F.E.B. = 5 x 10"* Torr.
s

(I): I = 2 mA. (2): I = 4 mA. (3): I = 6 mA. (4): I = 8 mA.
A

A

A

A

Fig. 10 Dependences of I~ on BM under various pressure P of Ar gas in the first electron
beam region at V = 400V, V = 350V and U = 3 mA.
A

s

5

(1): P = 5 x 10-* Torr. (2): P = 5 x KT Torr. (3): P = 1 x 10-»Torr. (4): P = 2 x 1ST*
Ton.
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Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of the second experimental apparatus (a) and experimental re
sult of mass analysis (b). a; 1: Anode and cathode for H gas discharge. 2: Anode for
accelerating electrons and H~ ions produced by H2 gas discharge. 3: Acceleration
voltage of 2000V for electrons and H" ions. 4: Electron beam and H~ ion beam. 5:
Magnetic coil. 6: Intermediate electrode. 7: Bias voltage of the mass analyzer with
respect to anode (-200V). 8: Extra anode to guide the electron beam and H" ion
beam for the mass analyzer. 9: Magnetic field for mass analysis. 10: Hydrogen gas
H2 introduced into the discharge region. 11: Discharge plasma. 12: Ammeter for the
beam corrector. 13: Mass analyzer. 14: Beam collector, b; Dependence of beam
collector current on analyzing magnetic field under a bias voltage VB = -200V.
e: Electron current. yT: Negative muonlike current. H~: Hydrogen negative ion
current. BM: Strength of magnetic field. \ : Scale for electron current e. I": Scale for ]r
and H" current. Pressures of H2 gas are 3 x 10~* Torr in the discharge region and 2 x
10~ Torr in the electron beam region.
2
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Appendix I
As a reference, we show a most simple experimental apparatus (A. Fig. 1). There, an
electron beam of 2000 eV in a diameter of 10 mm is generated by an electron gun where a
weak magnetic field of 20 gauss is applied. A part (a few 100 /tA) of this electron beam is
injected into the mass analyzer through the entrance slit. A neutral gas (air) is introduced in
5

the electron beam region where a pressure of the gas is 4 X 10" Torr. (The pressure in the
-6

cathode region of the electron gun is kept below 4 x 10 Torr).
A dependence of the Deam collector current on the magnetic field of the mass analyzer is
determined (A. Fig. 2). The first peak of the negative current to the beam collector appears at
a magnetic field 23 gauss, which corresponds to the injected electron beam energy. As this
energy of electron beam is determined to be near 1000 eV, the electron beam is decelerated
by the negative bias voltage near the slit of the mass analyzer. Then, the positive ions pro
duced by introducing the neutral gas, are accelerated at the bias voltage IVRI = 1000V. The
second peak of the negative current appears at a magnetic field 322 gauss which is about 14
times larger than that of the first peak. For the above experiment, the fundamental principle
is shown in A. Fig. 3.
As another reference, a new mass analyzer is set to change the analyzing radius r. Two
iron cores of the new mass analyzer for the magnetic field BM are wide in area (9 cm x 7 cm)
in comparison with Ihe previous mass analyzer (9 cm x 5 cm). Thus, the analyzing radius r is
varied from 3.0 cm to 8.5 cm in four steps under an initial electron beam acceleration voltage
1500V (3 in A. Fig. 1) and an negative bias voltage -1000V (7 in A. Fig. 1). In A. Fig. 4,
four dependences of Ihe second particle (ju~) current to the beam collector, on the magnetic
field BM are shown for r = 3.0 cm, r = 4.25 cm, r = 6.0 cm and r = 8.5 cm (45°). We can find
from A. Fig. 4 that each peak of the second particle current appears when the Eq. (9) is
exactly satisfied if the injected electron beam energy is determined by the difference voltage
(1500V-1000V) 500V.

-I-

A. Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the first experimental apparatus (a) and mass analysis
method by electro-magnet (b).
1: W filament cathode which emits thermal electrons. 2: Anode for accelerating
electrons. 3: Acceleration voltage (2000V) for electrons. 4: Electron beam. 5:
Magnetic coil to produce magnetic field in the region where electrons are acceler
ated. 6: Intermediate electrode for eleclron acceleration. 7: Bias voltage of electro
magnet system with respect to anode accelerating electrons. 8: Iron. 9: Magnetic
field. 10: Magnetic coil. II: Metal plate with slit. 12: Introduced neutral gas. 13:
Mass analysis system by magnetic field. 14: Collector for beam current. 15:
Ammeter. An electron gun is formed by (1. 2, 3, 5, 6) and an electron beam (4) is
produced. An electro-magnet system to inject the electron beam is formed by (8,
10, 11). A mass analysis is performed by (9, 15). Positive ions in the electron
beam are produced by introducing neutral gas 112).
A. Fig. 2 Dependences of beam collector current on analyzing magnetic field (9 in A. Fig. 1).
c: Electron current. ju~: Negative muonlikc current, B^: Strength of analyzing mag
netic field. [ : Scale for electron current e. I": Scale for an apparent current of jr.
Solid lines show a case of mass analysis under a pressure of 4 x 10" Torr by
introducing a neutral gas (air) in the electron beam. Dotted lines show a funda
mental case under a base pressure of 4 x !0~ Torr.
e

5

6

A. Fig. 3 Fundamental Schematic Diagram of jT Production.
/}": Negative Muonlike Particle, e: Electron Bunch. B: Uniform Magnetic Field.
M.A.: Mass Analyzer. A: Eleclron Gun Anode. K: Electron Gun Cathode. E.B.:
Electron Beam. I.B.: Ion Beam. B.C.: Beam Collector. G: Neutral Gas. Vs:
Potential to draw back Secondary Electrons. S.P.: Secondary Plasma.
A. Fig. 4 Relations between analyzing magnetic field BM and curvature radius r in mass
analyses, when each negative current I" of second particle (/T: negative muonlike
particle) to beam collector (14 in A. Fig. 1) shows a peak.
(1) r = 3.0 cm. (2) r - 4.25 cm. (3) r = 6.0 cm. (4) r = 8.5 cm (45°).
Acceleration voltage of electron beam (3 in A. Fig. 1): 1500V. Negative bias
voltage (7 in A. Fig. I): -J000V. Neutral gas pressures: 1 x 10 Torr in electron
beam region and 1 x 10~ Torr in electron gun cathode region. Distance between
electron gun and mass analyzer: 8.5 cm. Parallel magnetic field (5 in A. Fig. 1) is
not applied.
-4
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Appendix II
— Two kinds of coherent interaction between electrons and positive ions —

At the CERN Symposium in 1956, V.I. Veksler proposed a coherent interaction for a
bunch of positive ions in an electron beam as a possibility of effective ion acceleration."
According to the coherent interaction theory, the bunch of positive ions with a charge number
2

N will be accelerated through an energy loss of the electron beam, by N times largely in
comparison with a case of single positive ion in the electron beam. As a result, each positive
ion in the bunch will be accelerated by N times largely. The experimental conception can be
shown as A. Fig. X (1). However, we can not expect the coherent interaction between a
bunch of positive ions and an electron beam. Because the bunched ions diffuse easily along
the electron beam and become unstable even if the electron beam is stabilized by the parallel
magnetic field.
Inversely, in this paper, we considered another coherent interaction- for a bunch of
electrons in a positive ion beam. First, a positive ion beam and an electron beam are injected
perpendicularly to a weak magnetic field. Next, we adjust the weak magnetic field in the
following condition. That is, the weak magnetic field is effective for only the electron beam
(a very small cyclotron radius below a radius of the ion beam) and is not effective for the ion
beam (a very large cyclotron radius). This experimental conception can be shown as A. Fig.
X(2). Then, we find that the electron beam changes into a small bunch of energetic electrons
through multiple cyclotron motions in a small radius, while the positive ion beam moves
straight almost. Thus, the bunch of electrons in the ion beam, is stabilized by the weak and
perpendicular magnetic field.
Here, we can consider a new coherent interaction between the bunch of electrons and the
positive ion beam: As the bunch of electrons can not move along the positive ion beam
because of the perpendicular magnetic field, an internal energy of the electron bunch
increases extremely through an energy transfer from the ion beam. In this process, we may
expect a "high energy resonance state" of the electron bunch which produces negative
muons.
-1-
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